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James Lyng High School teacher Nathan Gage and his students have put together an exhibition called Lives of the
Southwest. D AV E S I D AW A Y / M O N T R E A L G A Z E T T E
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Maya Angelou would have certainly taken heart
from the fact that students at James Lyng High
School have been not only been inspired by her
words, but have also acted upon them. The late/great
American poet disputed the notion of some that
cities are made of concrete; she believed cities are
made of stories — all manner thereof. Or as she so
succinctly put it: “You can’t really know where you’re
going until you know where you’ve been.”
That message has gotten through to a group of students at James Lyng.
They have spent the last few months scouring the neighbourhoods of St
Henri, PointeStCharles, Little Burgundy, VilleEmard and Verdun and
collecting stories from residents, which have been mounted into a
multimedia exhibition, Lives of the South West.
This exhibit of 22 oral and written stories, complemented by photos, murals
and interactive maps from the various ‘hoods, will be presented to the public
for free Thursday evening at the high school’s Up Next Gallery.
Some of the storytellers have achieved prominence that has taken them
away from their communities of origin. Regardless, they have never forgotten
where they came from. Included in this group are worldclass jazz pianist
Oliver Jones, renowned actor/playwright Vittorio Rossi and fastrising rapper
Nate Husser.
Then there is the story of Demond Gordon. He has yet to show up on any
celeb radar. His dream is to become a carpenter.
Demond is a Grade 9 student at James Lyng, and his insights into his St
Henri roots o er as compelling a peek into his community as do the stories
of the others.
As much as he is proud of his ‘hood and hopes to stay planted there,
Demond fears that gentriﬁcation could displace families like his that have
been there for a long time.
“Where I live, we all know each other, but I’ve had a few neighbours who’ve
had to move away,” he points out. “Construction is everywhere.
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“My walk to and from school is usually noisy as a result, and it always smells
like gas. Even when I hang out with my friends at the park near my home, it
smells of gas because of all the trucks. Hopefully, one day the construction
will be ﬁnished and the smell and the noise will be gone. And we can really
enjoy life in this area.”

Grade 9 student Demond Gordon’s contribution is a personal audio story about his
neighbourhood of StHenri. D AV E S I D AW A Y / M O N T R E A L G A Z E T T E

The Up Next Gallery opened two years ago as part of James Lyng’s
transformation into an Urban Arts High School. Nathan Gage, a music and
entrepreneurial teacher at James Lyng, is the “facilitator” of the South West
Lives exhibition and has overseen past shows at the gallery, touching on
everything from struggles for black equality to the Turcot Interchange — a
stone’s throw from the school.
“We integrate the arts into all facets of school life — particularly arts that
speak to youth culture,” says Gage in explaining the Urban Arts High School
designation. “We have a lot of students into hip hop, garageband rock, street
art, web design and photography, and try to incorporate that into our
curriculum.”
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Gage and his students go through brainstorming sessions to come up with
topics for their exhibitions.
“We try to forge our skills to ﬁnd a theme,” Gage says.
“Once we agreed to go forward with the South West Lives exhibition, we put
calls out to students in the school as well as to community organizations in
search of stories that highlight the connection of people to their community.
We ended up interviewing people from all walks of life as well as students. We
worked on their stories with them. Then we brought them to our studio here
to record them.”
The process didn’t end there. The students then went back to the various
locations referenced by their subjects to shoot photos, some of which have
been transposed into stunning murals at the Up Next Gallery. Also on display
will be online maps, which will allow visitors to see photos and to hear stories
of the subjects upon pressing the di erent location icons.
“The idea is to get students involved in large collaborative projects, but those
that also relate to their lives,” Gage says.
Sarha Grabowksi, born and raised in the Pointe, says work on the exhibition
has given her new pride in her roots.
“I wasn’t really aware of all the important landmarks and community
organizations there,” says the Grade 9 student, while putting the ﬁnishing
touches to a mural in the gallery. “It’s quite impressive.”
Jimmy Baptiste, a Verdun artist, is overseeing the work of the students on
the various murals.
“I go around to di erent schools in the city to help students with projects
relating to their own living spaces,” he says. “In this case, we’ve taken
imagery from all these di erent neighbourhoods to use as a background
setting of murals for the project. The architecture is so rich here, and the
hope is that gentriﬁcation won’t erase it all and that memories will be
preserved.”
Baptiste is particularly gratiﬁed to see how this project has resonated with
the students.
“I never graduated from high school or university and I am very fortunate to
have been able to make a living as an artist now. But I certainly would have
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beneﬁtted, as would have so many others, if we would have had programs
like this when we were in school.”
Clearly, changing times require changing educational approaches.

The Lives of the South West exhibition will be presented to the public for free
Thursday from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at James Lyng High School, 5440
Notre Dame St. W.
bbrownstein@postmedia.com (mailto:bbrownstein@postmedia.com)
Twitter.com/billbrownstein (http://Twitter.com/billbrownstein)
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